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ABSTRACT

We examine the prospects for discovering and elucidating
the weakly-coupled Higgs sector at future collider experiments.
The Higgs search consists of three phases: (i) discovery of
a Higgs candidate, (ii) verification of the Higgs interpretation
of the signal, and (iii) precision measurements of Higgs sec-
tor properties. The discovery of one Higgs boson with Stan-
dard Model properties is not sufficient to expose the underlying
structure of the electroweak symmetry breaking dynamics. It
is critical to search for evidence for a non-minimal Higgs sec-
tor and/or new physics associated with electroweak symmetry
breaking dynamics. An improvement in precision electroweak
data at future colliders can play a useful role in confirming the
theoretical interpretation of the Higgs search results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Present day colliders test the Standard Model at an energy
scale of order 100 GeV. Precision experiments at LEP, SLC and
Tevatron (with some additional measurements at lower ener-
gies) have measured more than twenty separate experimental
observables, and have confirmed the Standard Model predic-
tions with an accuracy of one part in a thousand [1,2]. A few

∗This is the summary report of the Weakly-Coupled Higgs Bosonand Preci-
sion Electroweak Physics Working Group. The full list of working group mem-
bers can be found in the subgroup reports that follow this summary report. This
work was supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy and the National
Science Foundation.

anomalies in the data could suggest hints of new physics be-
yond the Standard Model [3], although no deviations have been
rigorously confirmed.

Nevertheless, the verification of the Standard Model is not
yet complete. Absent to date is any experimental signal that
sheds light on the dynamics responsible for electroweak sym-
metry breaking. Any consistent theory of electroweak sym-
metry breaking must generate Goldstone bosons which are ab-
sorbed by theW± and Z gauge bosons, thereby generating
the gauge boson masses. The Standard Model posits that elec-
troweak symmetry breaking is due to the dynamics of a weakly-
coupled complex doublet (with hypercharge one) of elementary
scalar fields. The physical consequence of this model is the ex-
istence of a CP-even neutral Higgs boson with mass roughly of
ordermZ . Extensions of this model can easily be constructed,
in which the scalar sector is enlarged. The resulting model then
contains anon-minimalHiggs sector consisting of neutral Higgs
bosons (of definite or indefinite CP depending on the model)
and charged Higgs bosons [4].

The best motivated non-minimal Higgs sector is the two
Higgs doublet model. Starting with two complex scalar dou-
blets of hypercharge±1 respectively, one finds a Higgs sector
(after three Goldstone bosons are absorbed to give mass to the
W± and Z) consisting of five states: a light CP-even Higgs
scalar,h0, a heavy CP-even scalar,H0, a CP-odd scalarA0,
and a charged Higgs pair,H±. This is the Higgs sector of
the minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model
(MSSM) [4,5,6].
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In the global fits of LEP, SLC, and Tevatron data based on the
Standard Model, there is weak (but non-trivial) sensitivity to the
Higgs boson mass by virtue of Higgs mediated radiative correc-
tions. The most recent global fits find thatmh0 < 550 GeV
at 95% CL [2], although some care needs to be taken in inter-
preting this limit [7]. The potential for improving this bound at
future colliders is discussed in Section II. In the context of the
Standard Model, the Higgs boson in this mass range is neces-
sarily weakly-coupled. Moreover, such fits also apply to non-
minimal Higgs sectors in which the lightest Higgs scalar (h0)
is separated in mass from heavier non-minimal Higgs states.
Therefore, there is a strong motivation to conduct a vigorous
experimental search for weakly-coupled Higgs bosons at LEP
and future colliders.

If a Higgs boson with Standard Model properties were dis-
covered, then one might naively conclude that the search forthe
model of the elementary particles has been completed. How-
ever, theorists strongly believe that the Standard Model cannot
be the fundamental model of particles. Apart from the many
parameters of the Standard Model which must be inserted by
hand (with no explanation), there is a theoretical problem in
the Standard Model associated with the very large hierarchyof
energy scales. We know that the Planck scale,MPL ≃ 1019

GeV, exists in nature; it characterizes the energy scale above
which gravitational interactions cannot be neglected relative to
the strong and electroweak interactions of the elementary par-
ticles. Given the existence of such a large energy scale, one
must explain how the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking,
which is so small when expressed in units of the Planck scale
(mZ ≃ 10−17MPL), could be generated by a fundamental the-
ory of particles that includes gravity. Related to this question is
the theoretical problem of generating a “naturally” light Higgs
boson (with a mass of ordermZ ≪ MPL), since in the Stan-
dard Model, there is no symmetry that can protect the mass of
an elementary scalar from being driven up toMPL via radiative
corrections. These problems are intimately connected withthe
dynamics that generates electroweak symmetry breaking.

Attempts to solve the problem of hierarchy and the related
problem of the unnaturally light Higgs boson inevitably lead to
the existence of new physics at the 1 TeV energy scale or be-
low. Possible mechanisms invoke either supersymmetry [5] (a
symmetry that can protect the masses of elementary scalars)or
dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking [8] (which typically
eliminates elementary scalar fields completely). Which path na-
ture chooses can only be determined through experimentation.
Thus the central goals of the future colliders program are: to
explore the dynamics of electroweak symmetry breaking, and
to determine its implications for the structure of the Standard
Model and the nature of physics that lies beyond the Standard
Model.

In this report, we assume that nature chooses a weakly-
coupled Higgs sector as the source of electroweak symmetry
breaking dynamics. We do not address the alternative approach
which invokes strong interaction dynamics as the source of elec-
troweak symmetry breaking. The phenomenology of the elec-
troweak symmetry breaking sector in this latter case is explored
by the Strongly Interacting Electroweak Symmetry Breaking

Working Group [9]. The focus of this working group is the
weakly-coupled Higgs sector of the Standard Model, and possi-
ble non-minimal Higgs sector extensions (including the Higgs
sector of the MSSM). Although there is considerable freedom
for the structure of the scalar sector (even after imposing all
known theoretical and phenomenological constraints), models
of the scalar sector often exhibit the following structure:(i)
the lightest scalar (h0) is a CP-even neutral Higgs boson with
couplings closely approximating those of the Standard Model
Higgs boson (h0

SM
), and (ii) additional Higgs scalars (neutral

Higgs bosons with definite or indefinite CP quantum numbers
and charged Higgs bosons) are expected to be heavier (perhaps
significantly heavier) thanh0, although still weakly-coupled.
This is the so-calleddecoupling limitwhich will be discussed
in Section IIIA.1 In this case, the discovery ofh0 ≃ h0

SM
is not

sufficient to probe the underlying structure of the electroweak
symmetry breaking sector. The essence of the decoupling limit
is that the existence of a light CP-even Higgs boson with proper-
ties closely approximating those ofh0

SM
is consistent with many

possible non-minimal Higgs sectors. Thus, the discovery ofthe
heavy non-minimal Higgs scalars is essential in order to probe
the details of the electroweak symmetry breaking dynamics.

The MSSM provides a natural framework for light elementary
Higgs scalars. The Higgs sector of the MSSM is a constrained
two-Higgs-doublet model, whose tree-level properties aredeter-
mined by two free parameter (typically chosen to be the mass
of the CP-odd state,A0, and the ratio of vacuum expectation
values,tan β). The decoupling limit of the model corresponds
to mA0 ≫ mZ ; in this limit, the properties ofh0 become iden-
tical to those ofh0

SM
. Extensions of the MSSM Higgs sector are

also possible. For example, the simplest non-minimal super-
symmetric extension of the Standard Model (NMSSM) consists
of a Higgs sector with two doublets and one singlet of com-
plex Higgs fields [10]. Thus, a detailed exploration of the scalar
sector has the potential for probing both the electroweak sym-
metry breaking dynamics and the underlying supersymmetric
structure of the theory.

Present experimental data tells us that the Higgs sector must
be compatible with

(i) ρ ≡ m2
W /m2

Z cos2 θW ≃ 1;

(ii) the absence of significant Higgs mediated flavor
changing neutral currents;

(iii) the absence of significant virtual charged Higgs
mediated effects (which can contribute,e.g., to
B0–B0 mixing, b → sγ andZ → bb̄).

Even after imposing such model constraints, there is still sig-
nificant freedom in the structure of the Higgs sector. Ex-
otic Higgs sectors (beyond those mentioned above) are easily
constructed that satisfy all present day phenomenologicalcon-
straints. Such Higgs sectors could arise in models with extended
gauge groups, models with exotic scalar multiplets, or models
with a lepton number violating sector (e.g., in R-parity violat-
ing models of low-energy supersymmetry [11], in which there

1It could be that all scalar states are somewhat close in mass,with no state
possessing couplings that match those predicted by the Standard Model. This
case is actually simpler to address experimentally and interpret theoretically.
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is no distinction between scalar lepton superpartners and Higgs
bosons). Sorting out the details of the scalar sector will beone
of the fundamental challenges for future collider experimenta-
tion.

The Weakly-Coupled Higgs Boson and Precision Elec-
troweak Physics Working Group program consisted of the fol-
lowing tasks:

1. Extend present day precision tests of the Standard Model

This will serve to tighten constraints on the Higgs sector
and perhaps uncover deviations from the Standard Model
and provide evidence for new physics beyond the Standard
Model.

2. Evaluate the Higgs boson discovery reach of future collid-
ers

High energy colliders are needed to directly produce the
massive Higgs bosons. However, the cleanest decay chan-
nels of the Higgs boson usually have rather small branch-
ing ratios. Thus, high luminosity is critical to insure that
Higgs signals can be extracted from the Standard model
backgrounds. In Table I, we list the approved and possi-
ble future collider facilities considered in our study. Fur-
thermore, special features of the collider detectors (suchas
the high resolution for the electromagnetic calorimeter for
h0

SM
→ γγ, and highb tagging efficiency) are also required

in order to maximize the significance of the Higgs signal.
Thus, establishing the discovery reach for future colliders
is an important and non-trivial first step in the pursuit of
the Higgs boson.

3. Consider precision measurements ofh0 properties

The discovery of the Higgs boson will complete the experi-
mental verification of the Standard Model. Once the Higgs
boson is discovered, one must check that it does indeed
possess couplings to particles proportional to their masses.
One should quickly be able to verify that the properties
of the scalar state roughly match those expected for the
Standard Model Higgs boson. More precise measurements
may be required to detect deviations of the observed Higgs
properties from that of theh0

SM
. The difficulty of this lat-

ter task will depend on how close one is to the decoupling
limit (see Section IIIA).

4. Evaluate the potential for direct detection of the non-
minimal Higgs states and the measurement their properties

This is essential for probing the nature of the electroweak
symmetry breaking dynamics. In addition, the non-
minimal Higgs states may be sensitive to physics associ-
ated with the hierarchy problem (for example, the prop-
erties of the non-minimal Higgs states in supersymmetric
models can provide important checks of the supersymmet-
ric dynamics). The non-minimal Higgs sector imposes the
most stringent requirements on the collider facility. To ac-
complish this task may require the highest energies and
luminosities now being considered.

Table I: Approved and possible future collider facilities consid-
ered in this study. LEP-2 is currently running, but has not yet
reached its design energy and luminosity [12]. Experimenta-
tion at the Tevatron Main Injector (M.I.) is often referred to in
the text as Run II. Center of mass energy

√
s and design annual

integrated luminosity are specified.

Name Type
√

s Annual
∫
L

Approved:

LEP-2 e+e− 192 GeV 170 pb−1

Tevatron (M.I.) pp̄ 2 TeV 2 fb−1

LHC pp 14 TeV 100 fb−1

Possible:

TeV-33 pp̄ 2 TeV 30 fb−1

NLC† e+e− 0.5–1.5 TeV 50–200 fb−1

(† with eγ, γγ, e−e− options)

FMC µ+µ− 0.5–4 TeV 50–1000 fb−1

This report consists of four parts. Following this Introduc-
tion, Section II briefly summarizes the results of the Precision
electroweak physics subgroup. Section III discusses some the-
oretical issues that are important for the considerations of the
Higgs discovery and properties subgroups. Section IV summa-
rizes the essentials of Higgs phenomenology at future colliders.
The conclusions and some final thoughts are given in Section V.
The details underlying Sections II and IV can be found in the
subgroup reports that follow this summary report [13,14].

II. PRECISION ELECTROWEAK PHYSICS AT
FUTURE COLLIDERS

In the electroweak Standard Model, there are two coupling
parameters,g and g′, of SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge interac-
tions. The vacuum expectation value of the scalar field,v, sets
the mass scale. At tree level, theW± and Z boson masses
mW , mZ , as well as the weak mixing anglesin θW , are deter-
mined by these three parameters. Alternatively, one may usethe
precisely measured quantities—the electromagnetic coupling
constantα, the muon decay constantGµ andmZ—as inputs to
evaluate the other electroweak parameters. When the radiative
corrections are taken into account, the relations among these
parameters become dependent onmt, mh0

SM

as well as other
possible contributions from new physics. Therefore, precision
electroweak measurements not only check the consistency of
the Standard Model, but also constrainmh0

SM

and other new
physics [15,16].

The Precision Electroweak Physics subgroup [13] paid spe-
cial attention to the measurements ofmW , mt andsin θW at fu-
ture collider experiments. The implications for the constraints
onmh0

SM

are also discussed.
Currently, the world average values formW andmt are

mW = 80.356± 0.125 GeV, mt = 175 ± 6 GeV. (1)
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The precision which can be achieved formW andmt mea-
surements at different colliders is summarized in Table II and
Table III, respectively. Table entries are taken from Ref. [13]
unless otherwise indicated.

Table II: ExpectedW mass precision at future colliders.

Collider δmW (MeV)

NuTeV [17] 100

HERA (1000 pb−1) 60

LEP-2 (4×25 pb−1) 144

LEP-2 (4×500 pb−1) 40

Tevatron (2 fb−1) 35

TeV-33 (10 fb−1) 20

LHC (10 fb−1) 15

NLC (50 fb−1) [18] 15

FMC (10 fb−1) [19] 20

Table III: Expected top quark mass precision at future colliders.

Collider δmt (GeV)

Tevatron (2 fb−1) 4
TeV-33 (10 fb−1) 2
LHC (10 fb−1) 2
NLC (50 fb−1) [18] 0.12
FMC (10 fb−1) [19] 0.2

The weak mixing angle is conveniently defined by

sin2 θlept
eff =

1

4

(
1 − gV ℓ

gAℓ

)
, (2)

wheregV ℓ andgAℓ are the effective vector and axial vector cou-
pling constants of the leptons to theZ boson. They are mea-
sured with very high precision fromZ leptonic decays [1,2] at
LEP-I (forward-backward asymmetries) and at SLC (left-right
asymmetries). The relation betweensin2 θlept

eff and the weak

mixing angle in theMS scheme,sin2 θ̂W (MZ) is given by

sin2 θlept
eff ≃ sin2 θ̂W (MZ) + 0.00028. (3)

A fit to the combined current LEP-I and SLD asymmetry data
yields [2]

sin2 θlept
eff = 0.23165± 0.00024. (4)

The anticipation for the measurement onsin2 θlept
eff at future

experiments is summarized in Table IV.
The high precision measurements ofα, Gµ andmZ , along

with the improved measurements ofmW , mt andsin θW , may
indirect shed light on the Standard Model Higgs boson mass

Table IV: Anticipated precision forsin2 θlept
eff measurement at

future colliders.

Collider δ sin2 θlept
eff

(
×10−4

)

SLC2000 [20] 1.2
TeV-33 (10 fb−1) 2
LHC (10 fb−1) 3
NLC (10 fb−1) 0.6

mh0

SM

. As an illustration, Fig. 1 shows the mass correlation for
mW versusmh0

SM

with mt = 176 ± 2 GeV. A measurement of
themW with a precision ofδmW = 10 MeV and ofmt with an
accuracy of 2 GeV thus translates into an indirect determination
of the Higgs boson mass with a relative error of about

δmh0

SM

/mh0

SM

≈ 20%. (5)

However, it should be noted that to reach such a high precision,
other sources of uncertainty, such asα(m2

Z), αs and theoretical
uncertainties that arise when extractingmW [21] andmt [22],
must be kept under control.

80.2
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80.5
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MW  = 80.330 ± 0.010 GeV/c2
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M
W

  
(G

e
V

/c2 )

Figure 1: mW versusmh0

SM

for mt = 176 ± 2 GeV/c2. The
theoretical predictions incorporate the effects of higherorder
electroweak and QCD corrections.

III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR
THE WEAKLY-COUPLED HIGGS SECTOR

A. The Decoupling Limit

In this section, we discuss the theoretical implications ofthe
discovery of the first neutral Higgs boson, denoted byh0. Once
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this state is discovered, one must check its theoretical interpre-
tation. A Higgs state is predicted to couple to particles with cou-
pling strengths proportional to the particle masses. Afterits ini-
tial discovery, it should be straightforward to verify whether its
properties roughly match those expected of the Standard Model
Higgs boson,h0

SM
.

In order to interpret the significance of the first Higgs dis-
covery, it is important to appreciate the concept of thedecou-
pling limit [23,24]. First, consider the Standard Model Higgs
boson. At tree-level, the Higgs self-coupling is related toits
mass. Ifλ is the quartic Higgs self-interaction strength, then
λ = 3m2

h0

SM

/v2 (wherev ≃ 246 GeV is the Higgs vacuum ex-

pectation value which is fixed by theW± mass:v = 2mW /g).
This means that one cannot takemh0

SM

arbitrarily large without
the attendant growth inλ. That is, the heavy Higgs limit in the
Standard Model is non-decoupling. In models of a non-minimal
Higgs sector, the situation is more complex. In some models
(with the Standard Model as one example), it is not possible to
take any Higgs mass much larger thanO(v) without finding at
least one strong Higgs self-coupling [23]. In other models,one
finds that the non-minimal Higgs boson masses can be taken
large at fixed Higgs self-couplings. Such behavior can arise
if the model possesses one (or more) additional independent
mass parameters beyond the diagonal scalar squared-masses.
In the limit where the additional mass parameters are taken
large [keeping the dimensionless Higgs self-couplings fixed and
<∼ O(1)], the heavy Higgs states decouple, while both light and
heavy Higgs bosons remain weakly-coupled. In thisdecoupling
limit, exactly one neutral CP-even Higgs scalar remains light,
and its properties are precisely those of the (weakly-coupled)
Standard Model Higgs boson.

In this report, we shall always assume that all Higgs scalars
are weakly-coupled (hence the name of this working group).
Then, the decoupling limit is one whereh0 ≃ h0

SM
, mh0 ≃

O(mZ), and all other non-minimal Higgs states are signifi-
cantly heavier thanmh0 . Squared-mass splittings of the heavy
Higgs states are ofO(m2

Z), which means that all heavy Higgs
states are approximately degenerate, with mass differences of
orderm2

Z/mA0 (heremA0 is approximately equal to the com-
mon heavy Higgs mass scale). In contrast, if the non-minimal
Higgs sector is weakly coupled but far from the decoupling
limit, then h0 is not separated in mass from the other Higgs
states. In this case, the properties2 of h0 differ significantly
from those ofh0

SM
.

The decoupling limit arises naturally in many approaches. For
example, in models of Higgs doublets (and singlets), with no
artificial discrete symmetries imposed, the decoupling limit is
reached when off-diagonal Higgs mass parameters are taken
large. Naturalness properties suggest that all such parameters
should reflect the highest possible energy scale consistentwith
the model. In models that introduce new TeV scale physics (to
explain the dynamics of electroweak symmetry breaking), these
mass parameters are expected to be associated with this new
physics. The paradigm for this discussion is the MSSM. In the

2The basic property of the Higgs coupling strength proportional to mass is
maintained. But, the precise coupling strength patterns ofh0 will differ from
those ofh0

SM
in the non-decoupling limit.

MSSM, the decoupling regime is reached oncemA0 >∼ 2mZ.
The parametermA0 arises in the MSSM from the supersym-
metry breaking sector. The success of the Standard Model in
accounting for precision electroweak data suggests that ifthe
MSSM is correct, then the supersymmetry breaking scale is
somewhat higher thanmZ (though it must not be much higher
than 1 TeV if it is to explain the origin of the electroweak
scale). Likewise, one might expectmA0 to also be somewhat
higher thanmZ . Thus, in the MSSM, there is some expec-
tation that the Higgs sector approximately satisfies the decou-
pling limit. Although this argument is clearly not definitive, it
will become more persuasive if supersymmetry and/or the non-
minimal Higgs sector is not discovered at LEP-2 or the Teva-
tron.

The phenomenological consequences of the decoupling
regime are both disappointing and challenging. In this case,
h0 (once discovered) will exhibit all the expected propertiesof
h0

SM
. The existence of the non-minimal Higgs sector will still

be unconfirmed. It will require precision measurements or the
highest energies and luminosities at future colliders to either
detect a deviation from Standard Model Higgs physics or to
directly detect the non-minimal Higgs states and explore their
properties. In contrast, in the non-decoupling regime, more than
one Higgs state is expected to populate the mass region where
the first Higgs boson is found. The properties of the first Higgs
state will show a marked deviation fromh0

SM
properties. Ex-

periments that can discover the Higgs boson will have accessto
many scalar sector observables.

B. Implications of a Higgs Discovery
for New High Energy Scales

Phenomenologists and experimentalists who plan the Higgs
searches at future colliders spend much effort in designinga
search for the Standard Model Higgs boson. However, the term
“Standard Model Higgs boson” is meaningless unless additional
information is provided. This is because the Standard Model
itself cannot be a fundamental theory of particle interactions. It
must break down once the energy is raised beyond some critical
scaleΛ. What is the value ofΛ? Of course, this is unknown at
present.Λ can lie anywhere between a few hundred GeV and
the Planck scale (MPL ≃ 1019 GeV).

Theorists who study the phenomenology of the Standard
Model usually do not need to know the value ofΛ. At energy
scales belowΛ, the new physics beyond the Standard Model
decouples, leaving a low-energy effective theory which looks
almost exactly like the Standard Model. However, the discov-
ery of the Higgs boson provides an opportunity to probe the
value ofΛ. Consider the behavior of the quartic Higgs self cou-
pling, λ, as a function of the energy scale. At low-energies,
λ = 3m2

h0

SM

/v2. If one solves the one-loop renormalization

group equation forλ(µ), one finds thatλ increases with energy
scale,µ. Eventuallyλ(µ) becomes infinite at the so-called Lan-
dau pole. Although this behavior could have been an artifactof
the one-loop approximation, lattice results confirm that the the-
ory breaks down at scales near the Landau pole [25]. That is, we
may associateΛ with the Landau pole. Conversely, fixing the
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value ofΛ leads to an upper bound on the low-energy value of
λ, or equivalently to an upper bound onmh0

SM

. For example, if
Λ = MPL, thenmh0

SM

<∼ 200 GeV [26,27]. Lower values ofΛ
imply a higher Higgs mass upper bound. SinceΛ had better be
larger thanmh0

SM

(since we are assuming the Standard Model
is a valid low-energy effective theory over some range of ener-
gies), one can deduce an absolute Higgs mass upper bound of
about 700–800 GeV. Similar conclusions are reached by lattice
computations [25].

The stability of the Higgs potential also places non-trivial
constraints on the Higgs mass, due to the large value of the top
quark mass. (More refined limits require only a metastable po-
tential with a lifetime that is long compared to the age of the
universe.) For example, recent computations of Refs. [28] and
[29] show that ifΛ = MPL, then formt = 175 GeV the Higgs
mass must be larger than about 120 GeV. If a Higgs boson were
discovered whose mass lies below this limit, then one would
conclude that new physics beyond the Standard Model must ex-
ist at some scale belowMPL. As an example, if a Higgs boson
of mass 100 GeV were discovered, then new physics beyond the
Standard Model must enter at or below an energy scale of order
Λ = 1000 TeV (based on the graphs presented in Ref. [29]). Of
course, in this case, if all the new physics were confined to lie
in the vicinity of 1000 TeV, then LHC phenomenology would
find no deviations from the Standard Model. Thus, physicists
who plan searches for the Standard Model Higgs boson are not
wasting their time. In particular, even ifΛ is rather close to the
TeV scale, one would expect the lightest Higgs boson to retain
all the properties of the Standard Model Higgs boson.

The MSSM provides a nice illustration of these considera-
tions. A Higgs boson of mass 100 GeV (and with properties ap-
proximating those ofh0

SM
) is perfectly consistent in the context

of the MSSM. In this case, the Standard Model breaks down
at an energy scale far below 1000 TeV, due to the existence
of supersymmetric partners whose masses are no heavier than
(roughly) 1 TeV. In particular,h0 ≃ h0

SM
in the MSSM as long

asmA0 >∼ 2mZ , as noted in Section IIIA.

C. Higgs Mass Bounds in Low-energy
Supersymmetric Models

If the minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard
Model (MSSM) is correct, then we should identify the scale
Λ at which the Standard Model breaks down as the scale of
low-energy supersymmetry breaking. In models of low-energy
supersymmetry,Λ is presumed to lie betweenmZ and about
1 TeV. The mass of the light CP-even neutral Higgs boson,h0,
in the MSSM can be calculated to arbitrary accuracy in terms
of two parameters of the Higgs sector,mA0 and tan β [30],
and other MSSM soft-supersymmetry-breaking parameters that
affect the Higgs mass through virtual loops [31]. If the scale
of supersymmetry breaking is much larger thanmZ , then large
logarithmic terms arise in the perturbation expansion. These
large logarithms can be resummed using renormalization group
(RG) methods.

At tree level, the mass of the lightest CP-even Higgs boson of

the MSSM is bounded:mh0 ≤ mZ | cos 2β| ≤ mZ . If this pre-
diction were exact, it would imply that the Higgs boson must be
discovered at the LEP-2 collider (running at its projected max-
imum center-of-mass energy of 192 GeV, with an integrated
luminosity of 150pb−1). Absence of a Higgs boson lighter
thanmZ would apparently rule out the MSSM. When radiative
corrections are included, the light Higgs mass upper bound is
increased significantly. In the one-loop leading logarithmic ap-
proximation [31],

m2
h0

<∼ m2
Z cos2 β +

3g2m4
t

8π2m2
W

ln

(
M2

t̃

m2
t

)
, (6)

where Mt̃ is the (approximate) common mass of the top-
squarks. Observe that the Higgs mass upper bound is very sen-
sitive to the top mass and depends logarithmically on the top-
squark masses. Although eq. (6) provides a rough guide to the
Higgs mass upper bound, it is not sufficiently precise for LEP-
2 phenomenology, whose Higgs mass reach depends delicately
on the MSSM parameters. In addition, in order to perform pre-
cision Higgs measurements and make comparisons with theory,
a more accurate result for the Higgs sector masses (and cou-
plings) are required. The formula for the full one-loop radiative
corrected Higgs mass has been obtained in the literature, al-
though it is very complicated since it depends in detail on the
virtual contributions of the MSSM spectrum [32]. Moreover,if
the supersymmetry breaking scale is larger than a few hundred
GeV, then RG methods are essential for summing up the effects
of large logarithms and obtaining an accurate prediction.

The computation of the RG-improved one-loop corrections
requires numerical integration of a coupled set of RG equa-
tions [33]. (The dominant two-loop next-to-leading logarith-
mic results are also known [34].) Although this program has
been carried out in the literature, the procedure is unwieldy and
not easily amenable to large-scale Monte-Carlo analyses. Re-
cently, two groups have presented a simple analytic procedure
for accurately approximatingmh0 . These methods can be eas-
ily implemented, and incorporate both the leading one-loopand
two-loop effects and the RG-improvement. Also included are
the leading effects at one loop of supersymmetric thresholds
(the most important effects of this type are squark mixing ef-
fects in the third generation). Details of the techniques can be
found in Ref. [35] and [36], along with other references to the
original literature. Here, we simply quote two specific bounds,
assumingmt = 175 GeV andMt̃

<∼ 1 TeV: mh0 <∼ 112 GeV if
top-squark mixing is negligible, whilemh0 <∼ 125 GeV if top-
squark mixing is “maximal”. Maximal mixing corresponds to
an off-diagonal squark squared-mass that produces the largest
value ofmh0 . This mixing leads to an extremely large splitting
of top-squark mass eigenstates. Current state of the art calcula-
tions can obtain a mass bound for the light CP-even Higgs bo-
son of the MSSM that is reliable to within a few GeV. Of course,
the bound one finally obtains is very sensitive to the top quark
mass, and depends crucially on the upper bound one chooses to
place on supersymmetric particle masses. In this report, a con-
servative bound ofmh0 <∼ 130 GeV was used as input to the
phenomenological analysis.
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The charged Higgs mass is also constrained in the MSSM. At
tree level,m2

H±
= m2

W + m2
A0 , which implies that charged

Higgs bosons cannot be pair produced at LEP-2. Radiative cor-
rections modify the tree-level prediction, but the corrections are
typically smaller than the neutral Higgs mass corrections dis-
cussed above. AlthoughmH± ≥ mW is not a strict bound
when one-loop corrections are included, the bound holds ap-
proximately over most of MSSM parameter space (and can be
significantly violated only whentanβ is well below 1, a region
of parameter space that is theoretically disfavored).

The MSSM Higgs mass bounds do not in general apply
to non-minimal supersymmetric extensions of the Standard
Model. If additional Higgs singlet and/or triplet fields areintro-
duced, then new Higgs self-couplings parameters appear, which
are not significantly constrained by present data. These parame-
ters can contribute to the light Higgs masses;3 the upper bound
on these contributions depends on an extra assumption beyond
the physics of the TeV scale effective theory. For example,
in the simplest non-minimal supersymmetric extension of the
Standard Model (NMSSM), the addition of a Higgs singlet su-
perfield adds a new Higgs self-coupling parameter,λ [10]. The
mass of the lightest neutral Higgs boson can be raised arbitrarily
by increasing the value ofλ (analogous to the behavior of the
Higgs mass in the Standard Model!). In this case, we must gen-
eralize the analysis of Section IIIB and introduce a new scale
Λ̃ beyond which the NMSSM breaks down. The upper bound
on the Higgs mass then depends on the choice ofΛ̃. The stan-
dard assumption of theorists who construct low-energy super-
symmetric models is that all couplings stay perturbative upto
the Planck scale. Choosing̃Λ ≃ MPL, one finds in most cases
that mh0 <∼ 150 GeV, independent of the details of the low-
energy supersymmetric model [37]. The NMSSM also permits
a tree-level charged Higgs mass belowmW . However, as in the
MSSM, the charged Higgs mass becomes large and roughly de-
generate withmA0 in the decoupling limit wheremA0 ≫ mZ .

IV. ESSENTIALS OF HIGGS
PHENOMENOLOGY AT FUTURE COLLIDERS

Higgs hunting at future colliders will consist of three phases.
Phase one is the initial Higgs boson search in which a Higgs
signal is found and confirmed as evidence for new phenomena
not described by Standard Model background. Phase two will
address the question: should the signal be identified with Higgs
physics? Finally, phase three will consist of a detailed probe
of the Higgs sector and precise measurements of Higgs sector
observables. Further details on the results of this sectioncan be
found in Ref. [14].

A. Phase 1 – Demonstrate the Observability
of a Higgs Signal

As we plan for future collider facilities, the machine and de-
tector characteristics must be developed in such a way that a

3This should be contrasted with the MSSM, where all Higgs self-couplings
are related by supersymmetry to gauge couplings. This is theorigin of the
MSSM boundm

h0 <∼ O(mZ ) discussed above.

Higgs signal can be unambiguously detected above the Standard
Model background. In this discussion, we shall focus mainlyon
the Standard Model Higgs boson (h0

SM
) and the Higgs bosons

of the MSSM (h0, H0, A0, andH±). At present, taking into
account data from LEP-1 and the most recent LEP-2 data (at√

s = 161 and 172 GeV), one can exclude a Higgs boson of
massmh0

SM

< 70.7 GeV [38]. The MSSM bounds are a little
more complicated, since they depend primarily on two Higgs
sector parameters, but with some dependence on the MSSM
spectrum which affects Higgs masses and couplings through
virtual loop effects. The current MSSM Higgs mass bounds
exclude the mass ranges:mh0 < 62.5 GeV (independent of the
value oftanβ) andmA0 < 62.5 GeV (assumingtan β > 1)
[38]. LEP-1 data also excludes charged Higgs masses with
mH± < 44 GeV in a general two-Higgs-doublet model [39].
(LEP-2 data does not yet improve this bound.) This bound is
less interesting in the MSSM, wheremH±

>∼ mW over most
of the MSSM parameter space. The search fort → bH+ at
the Tevatron can, in principle, extend the reach of the charged
Higgs search. However, the quoted limits [40] apply only in a
very narrow region of parameter space.

Consider the Higgs search at future colliders. The machines
we have examined are summarized in Table I. Most work on
analyzing the discovery reach of future colliders has focused on
the Standard Model Higgs boson and the Higgs bosons of the
MSSM. In the latter case, some of the analyses also apply to
more general unconstrained versions of the two Higgs doublet
model. In the decoupling limit, the discovery limits obtained
for h0

SM
also apply to the lightest CP-even neutral Higgs boson

of a more general non-minimal Higgs sector.

Table V: Theh0
SM

discovery reach of future colliders. A5σ sig-
nal above background is required for discovery. Note that Run
II at the Tevatron complements the LEP Higgs search only for
an integrated luminosity well beyond one year at the design lu-
minosity of the Main Injector. For NLC, both

√
s = 500 GeV

and 1 TeV cases are shown. The FMC discovery reach is sim-
ilar to that of the NLC for the same center-of-mass energy and
integrated luminosity.

Integrated Discovery
Collider Luminosity Reach

LEP-2 (
√

s = 192 GeV) 150 pb−1 95 GeV

Tevatron (M.I.) 5–10 fb−1 80–100 GeV

TeV-33 25–30 fb−1 120 GeV

LHC 100 fb−1 800 GeV

NLC-500 50 fb−1 350 GeV

NLC-1000 200 fb−1 800 GeV

1. The Standard Model Higgs Boson

The h0
SM

discovery reach of future colliders is summarized
in Table V. At LEP-2 running at its maximum energy of√

s = 192 GeV, the discovery reach ofmh0

SM

≃ 95 GeV can be
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attained by one detector taking data for about one year at design
luminosity [41]. With four LEP detectors running, the Higgs
mass discovery reach can be achieved sooner (or improve on the
significance of any candidate Higgs signal). Additional lumi-
nosity cannot significantly extend the Higgs mass reach unless
the LEP-2 center-of-mass energy were increased. At Run II of
the Tevatron one year of data taking at the Main Injector design
luminosity is not sufficient to discover a Standard Model Higgs
boson above background. However, two detectors running at
design luminosity from three to five years can complement the
LEP-2 Higgs search. In particular, the associated production of
Wh0

SM
with h0

SM
→ bb̄ may be feasible at the Tevatron, given

sufficient integrated luminosity. Assuming a total integrated
luminosity of 5 [10] fb−1, a Standard Model Higgs mass dis-
covery reach of 80 [100] GeV is attainable [42,43]. The Teva-
tron Higgs search technique also applies at higher luminosity.
For example, initial studies indicate that at TeV-33, a Standard
Model Higgs boson with a mass of 120 GeV can be discovered
with an integrated luminosity of 25–30 fb−1 [42,43]. The sig-
nificance of the Higgs signal could be enhanced by the detection
of the associated production ofZh0

SM
, h0

SM
→ bb̄ [44]. Implicit

in these studies is the assumption that the Standard Model con-
tributions are sufficiently well understood that the Higgs signal
can be detected as a small excess above background.

The LHC is required if one wants to extend the Higgs mass
discovery reach significantly beyondO(mZ). Note that ac-
cording to the discussion of Section IIIB, it only makes sense
to consider Standard Model Higgs bosons with mass below
800 GeV.4 Therefore, Table V implies that the LHC can provide
complete coverage of the (weakly-coupled) Standard Model
Higgs mass region, assuming that it achieves its design lumi-
nosity [14,45,46]. Formh0

SM

>∼ 2mZ , the “gold-plated mode”
h0

SM
→ ZZ → ℓ+ℓ−ℓ+ℓ− provides a nearly background free

signature for Higgs boson production until the production rate
becomes too small near the upper end of the weakly-coupled
Higgs mass regime. In this case, other signatures (e.g., h0

SM
→

ZZ → ℓ+ℓ−νν̄ andh0
SM

→ W+W− → ℓν + jets) provide
additional signatures for Higgs discovery.

The most troublesome Higgs mass range for hadron collid-
ers is the so-called “intermediate Higgs mass regime”, which
roughly corresponds tomZ <∼ mh0

SM

<∼ 2mZ . For 130 GeV<∼
mh0

SM

<∼ 2mZ , one can still make use of the gold plated

mode at the LHC,h0
SM

→ ZZ∗ → ℓ+ℓ−ℓ+ℓ− (whereZ∗ is
virtual). Standard Model backgrounds begin to be problem-
atical when the branching ratioBR(h0

SM
→ ZZ∗) becomes

too small. This occurs for2mW <∼ mh0

SM

<∼ 2mZ where
BR(h0

SM
→ W+W−) is by far the dominant Higgs decay chan-

nel, and formh0

SM

<∼ 140 GeV where the the virtuality ofZ∗

begins to significantly reduce theh0
SM

→ ZZ∗ decay rate. A
complementary channelh0

SM
→ WW (∗) → ℓ+νℓ−ν̄ provides a

viable Higgs signature for 155 GeV<∼ mh0

SM

<∼ 2mZ [47], and
closes a potential hole near the upper end of the intermediate

4It is possible to imagine theories of electroweak symmetry breaking which
produce scalar states heavier than 800 GeV. However, any such scalar is pre-
sumably either strongly coupled, and/or composite on the scale of 1 TeV. The
consideration of such scalars lies outside the scope of our working group.

Higgs mass range. Formh0

SM

<∼ 130 GeV, the dominant decay

channelh0
SM

→ bb̄ has very large Standard Model two-jet back-
grounds. Thus, in this regime, it is necessary to consider rarer
production and decay modes with more distinguishing charac-
teristics. Among the signatures studied in the literature are:

(i) gg → h0
SM

→ γγ,

(ii) qq̄ → V ∗ → V h0
SM

, (V = W or Z),

(iii) gg → tt̄h0
SM

,

(iv) gg → bb̄h0
SM

, and

(v) gg → h0
SM

→ τ+τ−.

The LHC detectors are being optimized in order to be able to
discover an intermediate mass Higgs boson via its rareγγ de-
cay mode (with a branching ratio of about10−3). The other
signatures could be used to provide consistency checks for the
Higgs discovery as well as provide additional evidence for the
expected Higgs-like properties of the Higgs boson candidate.
A successful intermediate mass Higgs search via theγγ de-
cay mode at the LHC will require maximal luminosity and a
very fine electromagnetic calorimeter resolution (at aboutthe
1% level).

In contrast to the Tevatron and LHC Higgs searches, the Stan-
dard Model Higgs search at the NLC in the intermediate mass
regime is straightforward, due to the simplicity of the Higgs
signals, and the relative ease in controlling the Standard Model
backgrounds. Higgs production is detected at the NLC via two
main signatures. The first involves the extension of the LEP-2
search for

e+e− → Zh0
SM

(7)

to higher energies. In addition, a second process can also be
significant: the (virtual)W+W− fusion process5

e+e− → νν̄W ∗W ∗ → νν̄h0
SM

. (8)

The fusion cross-section grows logarithmically with the center-
of-mass energy and becomes the dominant Higgs production
process at large

√
s/mh0

SM

. For example, at
√

s = 500 GeV,
complete coverage of the intermediate Higgs mass regime be-
low mh0

SM

<∼ 2mZ requires only 5 fb−1 of data. The only lim-
itation of the NLC in the Higgs search is the center-of-mass
energy of the machine which determines the upper limit of the
Higgs boson discovery reach. One would need

√
s ≃ 1 TeV

to fully cover the weakly-coupled Standard Model Higgs mass
range [48,49,50].

The techniques for the Standard Model Higgs bosondis-
coveryat aµ+µ− collider are, in principle, identical to those
employed at the NLC [51,52]. However, one must demonstrate
that the extra background resulting from an environment of
decaying muons can be tamed. It is believed that sufficient
background rejection can be achieved [53]; thus the FMC has

5The correspondingZZ fusion process,e+e− → e+e−Z∗Z∗ →
e+e−h0

SM
is suppressed by about a factor of ten relative to theW+W− fusion

process. Nevertheless, at large
√

s/m
h0

SM

, theZZ → h0
SM

fusion rate com-

pares favorably to that ofe+e− → Zh0
SM

. As a result, theZZ fusion process
can be used in some cases to study Higgs properties.
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the same discovery reach as the NLC at the same center-of-
mass energy and luminosity.

2. Higgs Bosons of the MSSM

Next, we turn to the discovery potential at future colliders
for the Higgs bosons of the MSSM. IfmA0 ≫ mZ , then the
decoupling limit applies, and the couplings ofh0 to Standard
Model particles are identical to those ofh0

SM
. Thus, unlessh0

decays appreciably to light supersymmetric particles, thedis-
cussion given above forh0

SM
apply without change toh0. In

general, one can consider two types of MSSM Higgs searches
at future colliders. First, one can map out the region of MSSM
parameter space where at least one MSSM Higgs boson can be
discovered in a future collider Higgs search. If no Higgs state
is discovered, then the corresponding region of MSSM param-
eter space would be excluded. (In some cases, the absence of
a Higgs discovery would be strong enough to completely rule
out the MSSM!) Note that in this approach, one may simply
discover one Higgs state—the light CP-even neutralh0—with
properties resembling that ofh0

SM
, which would be consistent

with MSSM expectations, but would provide no direct proof
that low-energy supersymmetry underlies the Higgs sector dy-
namics. Second, one can examine the discovery potential for
specific states of the non-minimal Higgs sector. As emphasized
in Section IIIA, in the decoupling limit, the non-minimal Higgs
states are heavy (compared to theZ), nearly degenerate in mass,
and weakly-coupled. Discovery of these states at future collid-
ers is far from being assured.

Table VI: MSSM Higgs boson discovery potential

Collider Comments

LEP-2 Significant but not complete coverage, via

e+e− → H+H−

e+e− → Zh0

e+e− → h0A0

TeV-33 Limited coverage, complements the LEP-2 search

LHC (Nearly) complete coverage for the discovery of
at least one Higgs boson of the MSSM. Main
challenge: the intermediate Higgs mass region
[mZ <∼ mh0 <∼ 2mZ ] which requires different
search strategies depending on the value ofmh0 .
Some sensitivity to heavier non-minimal Higgs
states.

NLC Complete coverage for the discovery of at least
and one Higgs boson of the MSSM. Sensitivity to
FMC to heavier non-minimal states depends on

√
s:√

s >∼ 2mA for discovery ofH±, H0, A0 via
associated production.√

s ∼ mA for µ+µ− → H0, A0 s-channel
resonance production.

We summarize the MSSM Higgs boson discovery potential at
future colliders in Table VI.6 Consider first the discovery limits
for h0 of the MSSM at future collider facilities. As described
in Section IIIC, the tree-level MSSM predicts thatmh0 ≤ mZ .
Suppose that this predicted bound were unmodified (or reduced)
after taking radiative corrections into account. Then the non-
observation ofh0 at LEP-2 (which will eventually be sensitive
to the mass rangemh0 <∼ 95 GeV) would rule out the MSSM.
However, for some choices of MSSM parameters, the radia-
tive corrections significantlyincreasethe tree-level bound [31].
Consequently, the Higgs searches at LEP-2 (and the Tevatron)
cannot completely rule out the MSSM.

On the other hand, considering that the radiatively corrected
bound ismh0 <∼ 130 GeV, it would appear that the LHC has ac-
cess to the full MSSM Higgs sector parameter space. After all,
we argued above that the LHC will be able to completely cover
the intermediate Standard Model Higgs mass regime. However,
whenmA0 ∼ O(mZ), the decoupling limit does not apply, and
the properties ofh0 deviate from those ofh0

SM
. Thus, an inde-

pendent analysis is required to ascertain the discovery potential
of the LHC search for MSSM Higgs bosons. In particular, the
LHC detector collaborations must demonstrate the feasibility
of h0 discovery in the mass rangemZ <∼ mh0 <∼ 130 GeV.
This is precisely the most difficult region for the LHC Higgs
search. At this time, one can argue that the LHC coverage of
the MSSM Higgs sector parameter space is nearly complete,
although the search strategies sometimes depend on the obser-
vation of small signals (above significant Standard Model back-
grounds) in more than one channel. Moreover, the present esti-
mates of the statistical significance of the Higgs signal rely on
theoretical determinations of both signal and background rates
as well as simulations of detector performance. Thus, if no
Higgs signal is confirmed by the LHC, it might still be difficult
to definitively rule out the MSSM.

The NLC (and FMC) provide complete coverage of the
MSSM Higgs sector parameter space once the center-of-mass
energy is above 300 GeV. In contrast to the LHC Higgs search,
the intermediate Higgs mass regime presents no particular dif-
ficulty for the high energy lepton colliders. The associatedpro-
duction

e+e− → h0A0 (9)

provides an addition discovery channel formA0 <∼
√

s/2. If no
Higgs signal is seen, then the lepton colliders can unambigu-
ously rule out the MSSM.

3. Higgs Bosons in non-minimal extensions of the MSSM

If no Higgs state is discovered at the LHC and NLC, then
the MSSM would cease to be a viable candidate for a theory of

6We have not considered the possibility of Higgs decay channels involving
supersymmetric particles. This is probably not an issue forthe lightest CP-
even scalar,h0. Recall that in the MSSM,m

h0 <∼ 130 GeV, and consider
the likely constraints on supersymmetric particle masses in the absence of ob-
served supersymmetric particle production at LEP-2. It is then very unlikely
that there would be any open supersymmetric channels inh0 decays. For the
heavier Higgs states (H0, A0 andH±), supersymmetric decay modes can be
significant and provide new signatures for Higgs productionand decay. This
possibility merits further study.
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electroweak physics. However, the MSSM is just one model
of low-energy supersymmetry. Thus, it is important to con-
sider non-minimal extensions of the MSSM to see whether the
low-energy supersymmetric approach could be ruled out in gen-
eral. Consider the Higgs search at the NLC in the context of
a completely general two-Higgs doublet model. Suppose that
the non-minimal Higgs states are heavy so that onlyh0 is ac-
cessible at the NLC. The relevanth0 production processes are
listed in Eqs. (7) and (8). Note that in both cases, the production
cross-sections are governed by the strength of theh0 coupling
to vector boson pairs. But, in models with Higgs doublets and
singlets (but with no higher Higgs multiplets), these couplings
must satisfy a sum rule [54]:

∑

i

g2
V V h0

i

= g2
V V h0

SM

, (10)

whereV = W± or Z. As an example, the5σ discovery of
the Standard Model Higgs boson withmh0

SM

= 150 GeV at the

NLC running at
√

s = 500 GeV requires only about 2 fb−1 of
data (see,e.g., Fig. 2.18 of Ref. [49]), corresponding to about
100 Higgs boson events before cuts. Equivalently, the NLC run-
ning at

√
s = 500 GeV with an integrated luminosity of 50 fb−1

permits the 5σ discovery of a neutral CP-even Higgs boson with
4% of the Standard Model cross section, which corresponds to
gV V h0 >∼ 0.2gV V h0

SM

. Of course, if theV V h0 coupling were
smaller than this, no Higgs state would be discovered in thisex-
periment. However, by raising the center-of-mass energy ofthe
NLC, one must eventually find evidence for at least one of the
heavier neutral Higgs states, by virtue of the sum rule [eq. (10)]
quoted above.

The situation where the bulk of theV V h0
i couplings are car-

ried by the heavier Higgs states cannot arise in the MSSM for
two reasons. First, the MSSM Higgs mass bound implies that
mh0 <∼ 130 GeV, and second,gV V h0 <∼ 0.2gV V h0

SM

is possi-
ble only if mA0 <∼ O(mZ), in which case, the Higgs boson
would be discovered viah0A0 production [eq. (9)]. In non-
minimal extensions of the MSSM Higgs sector, these two ob-
jections must be reconsidered.

We reviewed the case of the NMSSM in which one complex
Higgs singlet field is added. This model introduces a new in-
dependent Higgs self-coupling whicha priori can take on any
value. However, if one imposes the requirement of perturbativ-
ity of couplings at all scales below the Planck scale (a require-
ment motivated by the unification of strong and electroweak
couplings near the Planck scale), then one finds that the lightest
Higgs boson must satisfymh0 <∼ 150 GeV. Still, the lightest
CP-even Higgs scalar may be very weakly coupled to quarks,
leptons and gauge bosons if it is primarily composed of the sin-
glet component. Thus, a detailed analysis is required to see
whether the Higgs search at the NLC is sensitive to all regions
of the NMSSM Higgs sector parameter space. The analysis
of Ref. [55] demonstrated that even for

√
s = 300 GeV, the

NLC search would easily detect at least one Higgs state of the
NMSSM. Specifically, the minimum Higgs production cross-
section in the NMSSM at

√
s = 300 GeV [500 GeV] was found

to be 42 fb [17 fb]. Such Higgs production rates are easily de-
tected above background, assuming the NLC luminosity given
in Table I.

A similar question can be posed in the case of the LHC Higgs
search. As discussed earlier, the LHC search will provide nearly
complete coverage of the MSSM Higgs sector parameter space.
Nevertheless, the LHC search is operating “at the edge” of its
capabilities. By relaxing some of the MSSM constraints to
Higgs sector parameters, we expect some holes to develop in re-
gion of supersymmetric parameter space accessible to the LHC
Higgs search. Ref. [56] examined this question in detail for
the case of the NMSSM, and concluded that although the re-
gion of inaccessibility is not large, it is possible to find regions
of NMSSM Higgs parameter space in which no Higgs boson
state could be discovered at the LHC. This analysis does sug-
gest the possibility that future improvements in search strate-
gies and detector capabilities (for example, improvedb-tagging)
may be able to significanly narrow the region of inaccessibility
in the Higgs sector parameter space. Clearly, the supersym-
metric Higgs search remains a formidable challenge for future
experimentation at LHC.

The above considerations can also be applied to more general
non-minimal extensions of the MSSM. Although there is no
completely general analysis yet available, under most reason-
able model assumptions, the non-observation of a Higgs boson
in the intermediate-Higgs-mass regime at the NLC would
rule out the low-energy supersymmetric model. Whether this
“no-go” theorem can be circumvented by some more exotic
approach to low-energy supersymmetry remains to be seen.

4. Observing More Than One Higgs Boson

If only one Higgs boson is discovered, it may closely resem-
ble theh0

SM
. In this case, one must address the detectability of

the non-minimal Higgs states (H0, A0, H±, · · ·) at future col-
liders. As emphasized above, all future colliders can provide
only incomplete probes of the non-minimal Higgs sector pa-
rameter space. Naively, one would expect the masses of all
Higgs sector states to be of order the electroweak scale. How-
ever, somewhat heavier non-minimal Higgs states often arise in
model building. As an example, in low-energy supersymmet-
ric models, the mass scale of the non-minimal Higgs states is
controlled by a soft-supersymmetry-breaking parameter which
could be as large as 1 TeV. Such heavy states would still be
weakly-coupled and difficult to observe at any of the colliders
we have examined.

The exploration of the non-minimal Higgs sector parameter
space at future colliders could be especially challenging.De-
tection of heavy non-minimal Higgs states at the LHC is diffi-
cult due to the very low signal-to-background ratio of the corre-
sponding Higgs boson signals. In particular, heavy Higgs states
couple very weakly to gauge bosons, and would have to be de-
tected via their heavy fermion decays. (At largetan β, where
the Higgs couplings to down-type fermions is enhanced relative
to the Standard Model, it may be possible to observe a heavy
neutral Higgs boson via its decay toτ+τ−.) At the NLC, the
main obstacle for the discovery of non-minimal Higgs statesis
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the limit of the center-of-mass energy. For reasons connected to
the nature of the decoupling limit, the heavy Higgs states ofthe
MSSM can be produced in sufficient number and detected only
if
√

s >∼ 2mA0 [24]. The discovery reach could in principle be
somewhat extended by employing theγγ collider mode of the
NLC. In this mode of operation, the search forγγ → A0 and
γγ → H0 can extend the non-minimal Higgs mass discovery
reach of the NLC [57].

Finally, the FMC can produce the neutral Higgs states singly
via s-channelµ+µ− annihilation, and would permit the discov-
ery of the heavy neutral Higgs states up to

√
s = mA0 [51].

The viability of this discovery mode depends on the parame-
ters of the Higgs sector. In the MSSM, the cross-section for
µ+µ− → H0, A0 is enhanced for values oftanβ above 1. For
mH0 , mA0 ≫ mZ , H0 andA0 are approximately degenerate
in mass. Given sufficient luminosity, one can detectH0 andA0

(if kinematically accessible) by scanning in
√

s, assuming that
tan β is larger than a critical value (which depends on the to-
tal luminosity and the Higgs mass). Detection is accomplished
via a resonant peak in the Higgs decay tobb̄ (andtt̄ if allowed).
Further details can be found in Ref. [14].

B. Phase 2 – After Discovery: Is It a Higgs
Boson?

Suppose that the first candidate Higgs signal is detected.
What must one do to prove that the produced state is a Higgs
boson? We assume that after the initial discovery is made, fur-
ther collider running confirms the signal and establishes a useful
statistical sample of events. The first step is to ascertain whether
the observed state resembles the Standard Model Higgs boson
and/or if it is associated with a non-minimal Higgs sector. If
h0 ≃ h0

SM
, then one must demonstrate that the discovered state

has

(i) zero electric and color charge,

(ii) spin zero,

(iii) CP-even quantum number,

(iv) electroweak strength couplings, and

(v) couplings proportional to the mass of the state to
which it couples.

Eventually, one would like to make detailed measurements and
verify that the Higgs candidate matches all the properties ex-
pected ofh0

SM
to within some precision (small deviations from

theh0
SM

properties will be addressed in the next section). If the
properties of the discovered state are Higgs-like, but differ in
detail from those ofh0

SM
, then it is likely that other non-minimal

Higgs states are light and may have been produced in the same
experiment. Finding evidence for these states will be crucial in
verifying the Higgs interpretation of the data.

At ane+e− collider (LEP-2 and the NLC), many of the Higgs
boson properties can be directly measured due to low back-
grounds and simple event structures.7 One can directly mea-
sure the spin and CP-quantum numbers of the Higgs candidate
through the angular distributions of production and decay.Spe-
cific Higgs decay modes can be separated and individually stud-
ied. Accurate measurements ofσ(h0)BR(h0 → X) can be
made for a number of final states, includingX = bb̄ andτ+τ−.
In this workshop, a breakthrough was reported demonstrating
that the detection ofh0 → cc̄ is possible with appreciable ef-
ficiency and low mis-identification [58]. Thus, at the lepton
colliders,h0 ≃ h0

SM
can be confirmed with some precision.

Table VII: Detectability of theh0
SM

at future hadron collid-
ers as a function of theh0

SM
mass range. For the Tevatron

Higgs search (Run II of the Main Injector and the TeV-33 up-
grade), the required integrated luminosity in units of fb−1 is
indicated in braces. For comparison, the LEP-2 discovery range
(via e+e− → Zh0

SM
) is indicated. For the Tevatron and LHC

searches, the Higgs decay modes involved in the primary Higgs
discovery signals are shown in parentheses; further details are
given in Table VIII.

Mass Range Observability at Future Colliders

60–80 GeV LEP-2, Tevatron{5}(bb̄)

80–100 GeV LEP-2, Tevatron{10}(bb̄), and LHC(γγ)

100–120 GeV Tevatron{25–30}(bb̄) and LHC(γγ)

120–130 GeV LHC (γγ)

130–155 GeV LHC (ZZ∗)

155–180 GeV LHC (ZZ∗, W+W−)
>∼ 180 GeV LHC (ZZ → ℓ+ℓ−ℓ+ℓ−, ℓ+ℓ−νν̄)

The initial Higgs discovery is most likely to occur at either
LEP-2 or LHC. Thus, it is important to examine whether it
is possible to verify the Higgs interpretation of a Higgs sig-
nal discovered at the approved future facilities. A strategy for
accomplishing this goal was developed by our working group.
We considered what was achievable on the basis of the Higgs
searches at LEP-2, Run II at the Tevatron (with some consid-
eration of a possible TeV-33 upgrade8) and the LHC. We elu-
cidated all the observables where a Higgs signal could be de-
tected. We considered separately seven specific mass intervals
in the range 60 GeV<∼ mh0 <∼ 800 GeV, listed in Table VII.
We then considered in detail a variety of possible Higgs signa-
tures at each collider (see Table VIII) and evaluated the poten-
tial of each channel for supporting the Higgs interpretation of
the signal. Taken one by one, each channel provides limited

7In principle, the remarks that follow also apply to the FMC. However, it
has not yet been demonstrated that the severe backgrounds arising from the
constantly decaying muons can be overcome to make precisionmeasurements.

8The Higgs discovery reach at the Tevatron depends critically on the total
integrated luminosity processed and analyzed by the CDF andD0 detectors.
The Tevatron at the Main Injector design luminosity must runwith one detector
for five years to attain a Higgs discovery reach up to 100 GeV. To extend the
Higgs reach further before the start of LHC requires TeV-33.
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information. However, taken together, such an analysis might
provide a strong confirmation of the Higgs-like properties of the
observed state as well as providing a phenomenological profile
that could be compared to the predicted properties of the Stan-
dard Model Higgs boson. Finally, we considered the limitations
of the data from the Higgs searches at the hadron colliders, and
examined the possible improvements in the determination ofthe
Higgs properties with new data from the NLC and/or the FMC.
A list of the primary Higgs signals at future colliders considered
above is given in Table VIII.

Table VIII: Primaryh0
SM

signatures at future colliders and the
corresponding Higgs mass range over which detection of a sta-
tistically significant signal is possible. Other Higgs signatures
not included in this table are discussed in Ref. [14].

Collider Signature Mass Range

LEP-2 e+e− → Zh0
SM

<∼ 95 GeV

TeV-33a W ∗ → Wh0
SM

→ ℓνbb̄ 60–120 GeV

Z∗ → Zh0
SM

→
{

ℓ+ℓ−bb̄

νν̄ bb̄

LHC W ∗ → Wh0
SM

→ ℓνbb̄ 80–100 GeV

h0
SM

+ X → γγ + X 90–140 GeV

h0
SM

→ ZZ∗ → ℓ+ℓ−ℓ+ℓ− 130–180 GeV

h0
SM

→ WW ∗ → ℓ+νℓ−ν̄ 155–180 GeV

h0
SM

→ ZZ → ℓ+ℓ−ℓ+ℓ− 180–700 GeV

h0
SM

→ ZZ → νν̄ℓ+ℓ− 600–800 GeV

h0
SM

→ W+W− → ℓν+jets 600–800 GeVb

NLC e+e− → Zh0
SM

e+e− → νν̄h0
SM

e+e− → e+e−h0
SM





<∼ 0.7

√
s

FMC µ+µ− → Zh0
SM

µ+µ− → νν̄h0
SM

µ+µ− → µ+µ−h0
SM





<∼ 0.7
√

s

µ+µ− → h0
SM

up to
√

s < 2mW

a The TeV-33 Higgs signatures listed above are also relevant for
lower luminosity Tevatron searches over a more restricted range
of Higgs masses, as specified in Table VII.
b Ref. [59] argues that theℓν+2 jets signal can be detected for
Higgs masses up to 1 TeV (although such large Higgs masses
lie beyond the scope of this working group).

In order to determine the true identity of the Higgs candi-
date, it is very important to be able to detect the Higgs signal
in at least two different channels. As one can discern from
Table VII, the most problematical mass range is 100 GeV<∼
mh0

SM

<∼ 130 GeV. Higgs bosons in this mass range are not
accessible to LEP-2 or Run II of the Tevatron. At the LHC, the

most viable signatures in this mass range involve the produc-
tion of h0

SM
followed byh0

SM
→ γγ. However, the Higgs can be

produced via a number of different possible mechanisms:

(i) gg → h0
SM

,

(ii) qq̄ → qq̄h0
SM

via t-channelW+W− fusion,

(iii) qq̄ → V h0
SM

via s-channelV -exchange, and

(iv) gg → tt̄h0
SM

.

The gg → h0
SM

mechanism dominates, and it will be an
experimental challenge to separate out the other production
mechanisms. It may be possible to separategg → h0

SM
and

W+W− → h0
SM

events using a forward jet tag which would
select out theW+W− fusion events. It may also be possi-
ble to distinguishV h0

SM
(V = W± or Z) and tt̄h0

SM
events

based on their event topologies. If these other production mech-
anisms can be identified, then it would be possible to extract
information about relative couplings of the Higgs candidate to
V V and tt̄. Otherwise, one will be forced to rely on match-
ing σ(h0

SM
)BR(h0

SM
→ γγ) to Standard Model expectations in

order to confirm the Higgs interpretation ofh0
SM

.
In some circumstances, it might be possible to observe the

decaysh0
SM

→ bb̄ or h0
SM

→ τ+τ− (after a formidable back-
ground subtraction), or identify the Higgs boson produced via
gg → bb̄h0

SM
. One could then extract the relative coupling

strengths ofh0
SM

to bb̄ and/orτ+τ− final states. These could
be compared with the correspondingV V andtt̄ couplings (see
above), and confirm that the Higgs candidate couples to parti-
cles with coupling strengths proportional to the particle masses.

The quantum numbers of the Higgs candidate may be difficult
to measure directly at a hadron collider. However, note thatif
h0

SM
→ γγ is seen, then theh0

SM
cannot be spin-1 (by Yang’s

theorem). This does not prove thath0
SM

is spin-zero, although
it would clearly be the most likely possibility. If the coupling
h0

SM
V V is seen at a tree-level strength, then this would confirm

the presence of a CP-even component. Unfortunately, any CP-
odd component of the state couples toV V at the loop level, so
one would not be able to rule outa priori a significant CP-odd
component forh0

SM
.

To summarize, Phase 2 consists of determining whether the
Higgs candidate (discovered in Phase 1) can be identified as a
Higgs boson. In some Higgs mass ranges, LEP-2, the Tevatron,
and/or the LHC will discover the Higgs boson and make a con-
vincing case for the “expected” Higgs-like properties. Ratios
of Higgs couplings to different final states may be measured to
roughly 20–30%. The NLC (and perhaps the FMC) can make
more precise measurements of branching ratios and can directly
check the spin and CP-quantum number of the Higgs candidate.
The lepton machines (with

√
s >∼ 300 GeV) can easily han-

dle the intermediate Higgs mass regime and can provide valu-
able information in some mass regions that present difficulties
to hadron colliders.

C. Phase 3 – Precision Measurements of Higgs
Properties

Let us suppose that the Higgs candidate (with a mass no larger
than a few times theZ mass) has been confirmed to have the
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properties expected of theh0
SM

(to within the experimental er-
ror). One would then be fairly confident that the dynamics that
is responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking is weakly-
coupled. Unfortunately, the details of the underlying physics
responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking would stillbe
missing. As discussed in Section III, it is not difficult to con-
struct models of the scalar dynamics that produce a light scalar
state with the properties of theh0

SM
. To distinguish among such

models, additional properties of the scalar sector must be uncov-
ered. It is the non-minimal Higgs states that encode the struc-
ture of the electroweak symmetry breaking dynamics. In order
to provide experimental proof of the existence of a non-minimal
Higgs sector, one must either demonstrate that the properties of
h0 differ (even if by a small amount) from those ofh0

SM
, or

one must directly produce and detect the heavier Higgs states
(H0, A0, H±, · · ·). In general, precision measurements of both
light and heavy Higgs properties are essential for distinguishing
among models of electroweak symmetry breaking dynamics.

A precision measurement of the lightest Higgs mass could be
useful. As noted in Section II, the Higgs mass measurement
can provide a non-trivial check of the precision electroweak fits
in the context of the Standard Model. This analysis would be
sensitive to one-loop (and some two-loop) virtual effects.Any
significant discrepancy would indicate the need for new physics
beyond the Standard Model. In this context, a Higgs mass mea-
surement with a relative error of about 20% is all that is re-
quired. In the MSSM, the light Higgs mass measurement pro-
vides an additional opportunity. In Section IIIC, it was noted
that the light Higgs mass in the MSSM at tree-level is a cal-
culable function that depends on two Higgs sector parameters.
When one-loop effects are included, the Higgs mass becomes
dependent upon additional MSSM parameters (the most impor-
tant of which are the top-squark masses and mixing parame-
ters). Since the radiative corrections to the Higgs mass canbe
significant, a precision measurement of the Higgs mass could
provide a very sensitive test of the low-energy supersymmetric
model. Theoretical calculations yield a prediction for thelight
CP-even neutral Higgs mass (which depends on the MSSM pa-
rameters), with an accuracy of about 2 to 3 GeV [35,36]. The
anticipated experimental accuracy of the light Higgs mass mea-
surement depends on the Higgs mass range and the collider.
Table IX lists the estimated errors in the measurement of the
Standard Model Higgs mass,∆mh0

SM

, at future colliders for
mW <∼ mh0

SM

<∼ 2mW . Note that the numbers quoted in Ta-
ble IX are considerablysmaller than the theoretical uncertain-
ties quoted above.

In Table IX, the following assumptions have been made for
the various collider runs shown. TeV-33 results assume a to-
tal integrated luminosity ofL = 30 fb−1. LHC results as-
sumeL = 600 fb−1, which corresponds to running two de-
tectors (ATLAS and CMS) for three years at LHC design lu-
minosity. Three NLC scenarios are listed corresponding to
three choices of center-of-mass energy: (i)

√
s = 500 GeV,

(ii)
√

s =
√

sZh ≡ mZ + mh0

SM

+ 20 GeV, and (iii)
√

s ≃
mZ + mh0

SM

(i.e., threshold fore+e− → Zh0
SM

). In cases (i)

Table IX: Anticipated experimental error in the measured value
of the Standard Model Higgs mass,∆mh0

SM

, in units of MeV,
for various ranges ofmh0

SM

. The notation “?” indicates that
a reliable simulation or estimate is not yet available, while “–”
means that the corresponding Higgs mass range is not accessi-
ble. The assumptions underlying the various collider runs listed
below are specified in the text. See Ref. [14] for further details.

mh0

SM

range (GeV)

Collider 80 mZ 100–120 120–150

LEP-2 [60] 250 400 − −
TeV-33 960 ? 1500–2700 −
LHC 90 90 95–105 105–90

NLC (500) 370 264 200–120 120–70

NLC (
√

sZh) 3.6 3.8 4.1–4.8 4.8–6.1

NLC (threshold) 40 70 55–65 65–100

FMC (scan) 0.025 0.35 0.1–0.06 0.06–0.49

and (ii), we assumeL = 200 fb−1 and employ the best track-
ing/calorimetry scenario outlined in Ref. [14]. NLC threshold
results [case (iii)] assumeL = 50 fb−1 and are quotedbe-
fore initial state radiation and beam energy smearing effects are
included. In the latter case, including such effects would in-
crease the quoted errors by about 35%. The NLC results are
also applicable to the FMC, although with a 15% increase in
error in the last case if all the cited effects were included.Fi-
nally, the most accurate mass measurements can be obtained by
a scan at the FMC for thes-channel Higgs resonance. The FMC
scan results listed in Table IX assume that a total luminosity of
L = 200 fb−1 is devoted to the scan.

Precision measurements of heavy Higgs masses may also play
an important role in the study of Higgs phenomena. In the de-
coupling limit, these mass splittings are ofO(m2

Z/mA0), which
presents a formidable challenge to the design of future Higgs
searches. Here is one case where the mass resolution offeredby
the FMC might be required. For example, it may be possible to
resolve the two peaks in a resonance scan forµ+µ− → H0, A0.
A measurement of the corresponding mass difference of the two
states would probe the structure of the electroweak symmetry
breaking dynamics.

Precision measurements of Higgs properties also include
branching ratios, cross-sections, and quantum numbers as dis-
cussed in Phase 2 above. One must be able to separate cross-
sections and branching ratios (instead of simply measuringthe
product of the two). More challenging will be the measure-
ment of absolute partial widths, which requires a determination
of the total Higgs width. BelowZZ threshold, the Standard
Model Higgs width is too small to be directly measured, and
other strategies must be employed.9 As an illustration, Table X

9The width of h0
SM

can be measured directly viah0
SM

→ ZZ →
ℓ+ℓ−ℓ+ℓ−, if m

h0

SM

>∼ 190 GeV. However, in models of non-minimal Higgs

sectors, the mass of the Higgs scalar with appreciable couplings toZZ typically
lies below this bound.
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presents the anticipated errors in the measurements of someh0
SM

branching ratios, the partial decay rate forh0
SM

→ γγ, and the
total Higgs width,Γtot

h0

SM

, for 80 ≤ mh0

SM

≤ 300 GeV. The

quoted errors are determined primarily by considering the data
that would be collected by the NLC at

√
s = 500 GeV with a to-

tal integrated luminosity ofL = 200 fb−1. For BR(h0
SM

→ γγ),
the NLC analysis has been combined with results from an LHC
analysis; while the measurement ofΓ(h0

SM
→ γγ) relies on

data taken from a 50 fb−1 run in theγγ collider mode of the
NLC (with the correspondinge+e− center-of-mass energy of√

s ∼ 1.2mh0

SM

). These quantities also contribute to the net
accuracy of the total Higgs width,Γtot

h0

SM

, following the indi-

rect procedure10 discussed in Ref. [14]. Note thatΓtot
h0

SM

can be

measured directly only in thes-channel Higgs production at the
FMC. For comparison with the indirect determination ofΓtot

h0

SM

,

the FMC scan results listed in Table X assume that a total lu-
minosity of L = 200 fb−1 is devoted to the scan. With the
exception of the case wheremh0

SM

≃ mZ , the FMC would pro-
vide the most precise measurement of the total Higgs width for
values of the Higgs mass below theW+W− threshold.

In models of non-minimal Higgs sectors, precision measure-
ments of the branching ratios and partial (and total) decay rates
of the lightest CP-even Higgs boson could prove thath0 6= h0

SM
,

thereby providing indirect evidence of the non-minimal Higgs
states. Once the non-minimal Higgs bosons are directly dis-
covered, detailed measurements of their properties would yield
significant clues to the underlying structure of electroweak sym-
metry breaking. For example, if the Higgs sector arises froma
two-doublet model, then precision studies of the heavy Higgs
states can provide a direct measurement of the important pa-
rametertanβ (the ratio of Higgs vacuum expectation values).11

The measurement oftan β can also provide a critical self-
consistency test of the MSSM, since the parametertan β also
governs the properties of the charginos and neutralinos (and can
in principle be determined in precision measurements of super-
symmetric processes). Moreover, the couplings of Higgs bosons
to supersymmetric particles will provide invaluable insights into
both the physics of electroweak symmetry breaking and the
structure of low-energy supersymmetry. The possibility that the
heavy non-minimal Higgs states have non-negligible branch-
ing ratios to supersymmetric partners can furnish an additional
experimental tool for probing the Higgs boson–supersymmetry
connection.

As in the case of theh0
SM

discussed above, the lepton col-
liders (assuming

√
s >∼ 2mA0 for the NLC and

√
s ∼ mA0

for the FMC) provide the most powerful set of tools for ex-
tracting the magnitudes of the Higgs couplings to fermion and
vector boson pairs. The Higgs couplings to vector boson pairs
directly probe the mechanism of electroweak symmetry break-
ing [via the sum rule of eq. (10)]. The Higgs coupling to two

10For m
h0

SM

<∼ 130 GeV, the indirect procedure relies on theh0
SM

→ γγ

measurements. Form
h0

SM

>∼ 130 GeV, one may also make use of the

WWh0
SM

coupling strength extracted from data.
11Note that in the decoupling limit (whereh0 cannot be distinguished from

h0
SM

), measurements of processes involvingh0 alone cannot yield any infor-
mation on the value oftan β.

Table X: Anticipated experimental errors in the measured val-
ues of theh0

SM
branching ratios, the partial decay rate,Γ(h0

SM
→

γγ), and total width,Γtot
h0

SM

, in percent, for various ranges of

mh0

SM

. The notation “?” indicates that a reliable simulation or
estimate is not yet available or that the number indicated isa
very rough guess, while “–” means that the corresponding ob-
servable cannot be reliably measured. The results listed below
are primarily derived from a multi-year run at the NLC. For
h0

SM
→ γγ, data from LHC and theγγ collider are also em-

ployed to improve the quoted errors. The total Higgs decay rate
can be obtained indirectly (by combining measurements of re-
lated quantities); the comparison with the direct determination
via s-channel Higgs resonance production at the FMC is shown.
See the text and Ref. [14] for further details.

mh0

SM

range (GeV)

Observable 80–130 130–150 150–170 170–300

BR(h0
SM

→ bb) 5–6% 6–9% 20% ? −
BR(h0

SM
→ cc) ∼ 9% ? ? −

BR(h0
SM

→ WW ⋆) − 16–6% 6–5% 5–14%

BR(h0
SM

→ γγ) 15% 20–40% ? −
Γ(h0

SM
→ γγ) 12–15% 15–31% ? 13–22%

Γtot
h0

SM

(indirect) 19–13% 13–10% 10–11% 11–28%

Γtot
h0

SM

(FMC) 3%a 4–7% − −

aNear theZ peak, the expected FMC uncertainty inΓtot
h0

SM

is

about 30%.

photons, depends (through their one-loop contributions) on all
charged states whose masses are generated by their couplings
to the Higgs sector. Precision measurements of the Higgs cou-
plings to fermions are sensitive to other Higgs sector parame-
ters (e.g., tan β and the neutral Higgs mixing parameterα in a
two-Higgs-doublet model). Additional information can be as-
certained if Higgs self-interactions could be directly measured.
This would in principle provide direct experimental accessto
the Higgs potential. Unfortunately, there are very few cases
where the measurement of Higgs self-couplings has been shown
to be viable [61].

Finally, one should also consider the possible effects of vir-
tual Higgs interactions [62]. In some models, flavor changing
neutral currents mediated by neutral Higgs bosons may be ob-
servable. The CP-properties of the heavy Higgs states could
be mixed,12 leading to Higgs mediated CP-violating effects that
could be observed in processes with heavy flavor. In some cases,
precision measurements of low-energy observables can be quite
sensitive to the heavy Higgs states. The canonical example is
the processb → sγ, which can be significantly enhanced due

12In the decoupling limit, the lightest neutral scalar must be(approximately)
a pure CP-even state.
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to charged Higgs boson exchange. If there are no other com-
peting non-Standard Model contributions (and this is a bigif),
then present data excludes charged Higgs masses less than about
250 GeV [63]. Eventually, when non-minimal Higgs states are
directly probed, it is essential to check for the consistency be-
tween their properties as determined from direct observation
and from their virtual effects.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This working group has examined the potential of a pro-
gram of future precision electroweak measurements [13] and
the search for weakly-coupled Higgs boson at future colliders
[14]. The goal of such a program is to address the outstanding
problem of elementary particle physics: what is the origin of
electroweak symmetry breaking and the nature of the dynamics
responsible for it?

The Higgs search will consist of three phases:

1. discovery of the Higgs signal,

2. verification of the Higgs interpretation, and

3. precision analysis of the Higgs sector properties.

Improvements of precision electroweak measurements can pro-
vide an important consistency check of the Higgs interpretation
of a Higgs signal, in the same way that the LEP electroweak
data provided support for the Tevatron interpretation of the top-
quark events. Discovery of a Higgs-like signal alone may not
be sufficient to earn a place in the Particle Data Group (PDG)
tables. Some basic measurements of the properties of the Higgs
candidate will be essential to confirm a Higgs interpretation of
the discovery. Higgs searches at LEP-2, Run-II of the Tevatron
and/or the LHC will almost certainly discover a Higgs signal
if electroweak symmetry breaking dynamics is weakly coupled.
Moreover, measurements at these machines will yield evidence
for the Higgs interpretation that is sufficient to pass PDG muster
in some fraction of the Higgs parameter space. The NLC (and
FMC) can discover or definitively rule out the existence of a
Higgs boson in the intermediate Higgs mass regime (the mass
region most problematical for the Higgs search at hadron col-
liders). Once a Higgs boson is discovered, the lepton collid-
ers would play a decisive role in the precision measurement of
Higgs sector properties.

It is not unlikely that the first Higgs state to be discovered will
be experimentally indistinguishable from the Standard Model
Higgs boson. This occurs in many theoretical models that ex-
hibit the decoupling of heavy scalar states. In this decoupling
limit, the lightest Higgs state,h0 is a neutral CP-even scalar with
properties nearly identical to theh0

SM
, while the other Higgs

bosons of the non-minimal Higgs sector are heavy (compared to
theZ) and are approximately mass-degenerate. Thus, discovery
of h0 ≃ h0

SM
may shed little light on the dynamics underlying

electroweak symmetry breaking. It is then crucial to directly de-
tect and explore the properties of the non-minimal Higgs states.
In particular, precision measurements are critical in order to dis-
tinguish betweenh0 andh0

SM
and/or to map out the properties of

the non-minimal Higgs states. To accomplish these goals, future

colliders of the highest energies and luminosities, considered in
this report, are essential.

We have entered a new era in Higgs phenomenology. The
methods by which the first Higgs signal will be identified are
well known and have been studied in great detail. However,
the most outstanding challenge facing the future Higgs searches
lies in identifying and exploring in detail the properties of the
non-minimal Higgs states. A successful exploration will have a
profound effect on our understanding of TeV-scale physics.
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